
enables intelligent monitoring of civil engineering systems throughout the world from 
his office in Bristol, but also presents a profile highlighting potential failures, or prob
lems, rather than just the raw data. This focusing of attention onto important issues 
saves the engineer time and improves decision making as a result. 

Finally, my own work has involved the development of an intelligent multi-media 
system to aid technology transfer to busy building professionals. Studies on over sixty 
architects and building service engineers showed that when an information system is 
successfully matched to the building design decision makers preferred ways of learning 
it is likely to engender better communication and deeper learning. When information 
is not presented in a preferred mode people are likely to impose a preferred structure 
on that information. My research team have developed a number of unique informa
tion systems which tailor information to one of the four ways we believe engineers 
learn best. These systems, portraying information on energy conserving design, fire 
escape, quality and fire control, have now proved their worth in practice situations. 

In short for IT to become truly effective in Construction it must become human 
centred and actually help decision makers make decisions. It must be integrated into 
their modes of operation as engineers. Information technologies must become inform
ing technologies, supporting, rather than disabling, decision making. 

Professor James Powell 
Design Information Research Team 
Brunel University 
SERC's IT applications Co-ordinator for Construction 

Editors' note: In a future issue of this journal full papers showing the range of such 
information systems, as developed on SERC's IT A Initiative, will be published to pre
sent more detailed information on this important area. 
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AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM TO AID THE PLANNING OF 

CONCRETE STRUCTURES: INTRODUCING THE SYSTEM 

G Aouad and AD F Price 1 

ABSTRACT: This paper reports on the development al Loughborough University of a CAD-based integ
rated model lo aid the planning of in-silu concrete structures. The system development started after a review 
of the planning models currently available and after a detailed questionnaire survey undertaken amongst the 
lop UK and US contractors on the current status of planning techniques and information technology. The 
main aim of this system is to automate the planning process of in-situ concrete structures using data generated 
by CAD systems. So far, the integration of a CAD system (AutoCAD 10) and a computerized scheduling sys
tem (Artemis 2000) has been achieved on a typical IBM-PC. This enables the generation of network plans 
using AutoCAD which are then automatically transferred lo the Artemis system for time and cost analyses. 

Traditionally, construction planners are faced with many conventional drawings and documents which are 
used lo re-extract information relevant lo their planning processes. Such an approach can be very inefficient 
as ii involves data double-handling and is often error prone. In addition, current computerized construction 
planning applications are little more than the automation of manual formulations of plans. For example, data 
are fed into the planning system and computations are performed using either CPM (Critical Path Method) 
or PERT (Programme Evaluation and Review Technique). However, data relating lo the planning process 
such as activity lists, resources requirements and durations are not automatically generated within the system. 
II would thus seem logical to devise a CAD-based integrated planning model which accepts data in its elec
tronic format and involves some integration of the traditional planning approach. This paper introduces the 
proposed CAD-based integrated planning model and describes its different components. In addition, ii dis
cusses the system functional specifications and summarizes the main benefits and limitations of such a model. 

Keywords: Planning, in-situ concrete structures, CAD. 

INTRODUCTION 

Results from a recent survey of construction practice revealed that 85% of UK and 
67% of US contractors considered that construction planners extracted most informa
tion fr::>m conventinal drawings and documents to devise the master plan. (Aouad, and 
Price, 1991 a). Only 49% of Uk and 41 % of US contractors thought that the extraction 
of information from drawings and documents could be considered as data double
handling. However, such an approach is highly inefficient and error prone as data 
extracted from these documents and drawings could be misinterpreted by construction 
planners. The proposed integrated system approach to construction planning could 
help to rectify problems encountered in the traditional working environment. The sys
tem is based on the concept of integrating low cost and powerful micro-based compu
ter aided design and project management packages (i.e. AutoCAD and Artemis 2000) 
which are within the reach of most construction firms. The proposed integrated system 
should be more efficient, than traditional processes, and should provide a consistent 
flow of information whilst keeping data corruption to a minimum. In addition, data 
extraction is considerably reduced as information relevant to the planning process is 
initialised during the early stages of design. 
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